Pinholes and temperature-dependent transport properties of MgO magnetic tunnel junctions
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Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with thin crystalline MgO(001) barriers displaying large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) and low resistance-area product (RA) will likely be used as the next generation sensors in read heads of ultrahigh-density hard drives. However, the thin insulating barrier may result in the presence of metallic pinholes joining the two electrodes. Here we study the transport properties of thin MgO-based low resistance MTJs (barrier thickness $t$=7.5 Å), deposited by magnetron sputtering, with RA values of $\sim$40 $\Omega\mu$m$^2$, reaching TMR values of $\sim$60–75% at room temperature. We performed temperature-dependent (300–20 K) resistance ($R$) measurements and observed different behaviors for different magnetic states: positive $dR/dT$ for the parallel (P) state, attributed to the presence of pinholes in the barrier, but a mixed character in the antiparallel (AP) state, with $dR/dT$ changing from negative to positive with decreasing temperature. This indicates an interesting competition between tunneling and metallic transport in the studied samples. To explain this transport behavior, we developed a simple model with the two conducting channels, tunnel and metallic, in parallel. The model assumes a linear variation of the electrical resistance with temperature for both conducting channels, tunnel and metallic, with consequences in device reproducibility, performance, and reliability. Furthermore, the presence of pinholes can have an important impact on the MTJ-spin-transfer driven magnetization dynamics, or on the MTJ-magnetoresistance sign. Recently, tunnel junctions with crystalline MgO(001) barriers displaying very large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios were successfully fabricated, opening new opportunities to develop read heads for ultrahigh-density hard drives. The large TMR ratio of crystalline MgO tunnel junctions arises from the different symmetry-related decay rates of the Bloch waves for majority- and minority-spin channels. For sensor applications, MTJs with tunnel magnetoresistance above 50% and RA as low as 0.4 $\Omega\mu$m$^2$ were recently obtained using thin MgO barriers. However, a significant TMR decrease is usually observed with decreasing MgO thickness, showing the importance of studying the impact of pinholes on the magnetotransport properties of ultrathin magnetic tunnel junctions.

To probe the absence of pinholes in MTJs, one usually uses the three applicable Rowell criteria. However, both the exponential dependence of resistance on insulator thickness and the nonlinear current-voltage characteristics were found to be unreliable even in high resistance tunnel junctions ($RA \approx 1$ k$\Omega\mu$m$^2$). On the other hand, the third criterion [the weak insulating-like temperature dependence of the electrical resistance ($dR/dT<0$)], although insensitive to the presence of few or small pinholes in low resistance MTJs ($\lesssim$10 $\Omega\mu$m$^2$), can be used to probe the presence of sizable pinholes in the barrier.

Here we study the temperature dependence (300–20 K) of the transport properties of low resistance magnetic tunnel junctions with an ultrathin MgO barrier (7.5 Å). Our samples display $RA \sim 40$ $\Omega\mu$m$^2$ and TMR $\sim 60–75\%$ at room temperature. Temperature-dependent electrical resistance measurements [$R(T)$] allowed us to observe different behaviors depending on the MTJ magnetic state. The studied samples showed positive $dR/dT$ for the parallel (P) state, indicating a metallic-like behavior, so that pinholes are already present in the barrier. However, in the antiparallel (AP) state, the $R(T)$ curves exhibit a mixed character, with $dR/dT$ negative at sufficiently high temperatures but changing to positive at low temperatures. These results show an interesting competition between tunnel and metallic transport in the studied samples.

In order to understand this transport behavior, we propose a simple model of two conducting channels, metallic and tunnel, acting in parallel. We assume a linear temperature variation of the electrical resistance for both conducting channels, as observed experimentally over a broad tempera-
ture range. The model also takes into account the experimentally observed dependence of the linear coefficients on the MTJ magnetic state (parallel and antiparallel). According to the model, the sign of the $dR/dT$ derivative does not illustrate the dominant conductance mechanism and the crossover temperature ($T'$) at which $dR/dT$ changes sign in the AP state depends strongly on the linear temperature coefficients. Fittings performed to the experimental $R(T)$ data, using the developed model, reproduce the data quite well, illustrating the validity of the model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A set of thin MTJs was deposited at INESC MN in a Nordiko 2000 magnetron sputtering system with base pressure of $7 \times 10^{-9}$ Torr in dc and rf (CoFe and MgO) modes. The structure of the deposited MTJs was glass/Ta (50 Å)/Ru (180 Å)/Ta (30 Å)/MnPt (200 Å)/CoFe (22 Å)/Ru (9 Å)/CoFeB (30 Å)/MgO (7.5 Å)/CoFeB (30 Å)/Ru (50 Å)/Ta (50 Å). The MgO barrier was directly deposited from a stoichiometric MgO single-crystal target. The compositions of the magnetic compound are Co$_{82}$Fe$_{18}$, Co$_{50}$Fe$_{25}$B$_{25}$, and Co$_{50}$Mn$_{50}$. During deposition a magnetic field of 20 Oe was applied to define the magnetic anisotropy axes of the pinned and free layers in the same direction. Before the patterning process, the structure was covered with 150 Å of Ti$_{10}$W$_{90}$, also deposited by magnetron sputtering. Magnetic tunnel junctions were then microfabricated by optical lithography and ion-beam milling in a rectangular shape with areas of $2 \times 4 \mu m^2$. The low resistance of the leads enabled uniform current flow over the tunnel junction area. Patterned samples were annealed in high vacuum at 613 K for 1 h in a magnetic field of 5 kOe applied along the easy axis.

Electrical resistance and magnetoresistance were measured with a four-point dc method, with a current stable to $1 \times 10^6$ and using an automatic control and data acquisition system. Temperature-dependent measurements were performed in a closed cycle cryostat down to 20 K. We define here the relative MTJ-resistance change (for parallel and antiparallel states) between 300 and 20 K as $\gamma_{P,AP} = (R_{300}^{P,AP} - R_{20}^{P,AP})/R_{20}^{P,AP}$, so that $\gamma<0$ ($>0$) indicates tunnel- (metallic-) like transport.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The temperature dependence (300–20 K) of the electrical resistance $R(T)$ and magnetoresistance $MR(T)$ of two magnetic tunnel junctions of the same series (7.5 Å barrier thickness; deposited and microfabricated together) is shown in Fig. 1. Magnetoresistance cycles for the studied samples gave $MR \sim 60–75$% at room temperature (inset of Fig. 1), with $RA \sim 40 \Omega \mu m^2$. We observed that the magnetoresistance of the studied samples increased with decreasing temperature, reaching $\sim 75–90$% at low temperatures (inset of Fig. 1).

Figure 1 shows that our samples have different $R(T)$ behaviors depending on their magnetic state (parallel or antiparallel). Both samples 1 ($RA \sim 38 \Omega \mu m^2$) and 2 ($RA \sim 45 \Omega \mu m^2$) show positive $dR/dT$ for the parallel state ($\gamma_P=7.0$% and $\gamma_P=9.3$%, respectively), typical of a metallic behavior, so that metallic conductance channels (pinholes in the barrier) are already present in the barrier. An overall small negative relative MTJ-resistance change was observed for the AP state in sample 1 ($\gamma_{AP}=-4$%) but a positive one for sample 2 ($\gamma_{AP}=4$%). These results clearly evidence the existence of a competition between tunnel and metallic transport in the studied magnetic tunnel junctions. In particular, one has two conductance channels acting in parallel in our MTJs: tunneling through the thin MgO barrier and metallic transport across pinholes in the barrier. The slight differences in the $R(T)$ behaviors of the two magnetic tunnel junctions are likely due to differences in the average barrier properties over the junction area (fluctuations in the barrier thickness of the ultrathin MgO film or number and size of pinholes present in the barrier).

Two main differences are seen in the parallel and antiparallel $R(T)$ curves. In the parallel state, $R^P(T)$ clearly exhibits the standard metallic linear behavior from intermediate to high temperatures, suggesting electron-phonon scattering (e.g., s-s induced electron transitions in typical metals such as Cu, plus s-d scattering in transition metals). This is further confirmed in Fig. 2(a), where we display the temperature derivative of the normalized electrical resistance, $dR/dT/(R_{300}^{P}-R_0)$ (where $R_0$ is the minimum resistance of each sample). These curves indeed resemble the normalized Bloch-Grüneisen prediction associated with electron-phonon scattering in s-d transition metals.

On the other hand, in the AP state the $R^A(T)$ curves exhibit a mixed character, with $dR/dT$ negative at sufficiently high temperatures but getting positive as the temperature decreases [at $T' \sim 90$ and 240 K for samples 1 and 2, respectively; see arrows in Fig. 2(b)]. However, since a positive $dR^A/dT$ is observed, one would expect such metallic conductance to be visible in the AP state in all the studied temperature range (since the tunnel resistance switches to a higher

![FIG. 1. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of samples 1 and 2 in the parallel and antiparallel states. Insets: Room- and low-temperature magnetoresistance cycles (sample 1) and MR temperature dependence.](image-url)
respectively. The equivalent resistance \( R \) is then given by

\[
\frac{1}{R(T)} = \frac{1}{R_m(T)} + \frac{1}{R_t(T)}.
\]

One has now to consider the \( R_t \) and \( R_m \) temperature variations. Let us assume linear variations with temperature for both cases, with coefficients \( \alpha_t \) and \( \alpha_m \) for the tunnel and metallic channels, respectively. One can then write

\[
R_t(T) = R_{t0} - \alpha_t T,
\]

and

\[
R_m(T) = R_{m0} + \alpha_m T,
\]

where \( R_{t0} \) and \( R_{m0} \) are the (extrapolated) tunnel and metallic resistances at zero temperature.

Within this simple model, the condition that determines the metallic-like \( R(T) \) behavior \( (dR/dT > 0) \) is given by

\[
\frac{R_t(T)}{\alpha_t} > \frac{R_m(T)}{\alpha_m}.
\]

An insulator-like behavior is found if the above inequality, with the reverse sign, is fulfilled. One immediately realizes that if \( \alpha_t \) is sufficiently higher than \( \alpha_m \), one can even observe insulator-like behavior \( (dR/dT < 0) \) with a tunnel resistance larger than the metallic resistance (or vice versa). Note that this contrasts with what one would intuitively assume, that such crossover would occur when the metallic and insulator resistances are similar and that a metallic \( R(T) \) behavior immediately implies lower resistance of the metallic nanoconstrictions.

IV. MODEL

To model our temperature-dependent transport data, we naturally start by considering tunnel and metallic conductance channels acting in parallel with resistances \( R_t \) and \( R_m \), respectively. The equivalent resistance \( R \) can be found using this simple model, giving

\[
T = \frac{R_{t0} \sqrt{\alpha_m - R_{m0} \sqrt{\alpha_t}}}{\alpha_t \sqrt{\alpha_m + \alpha_m} \sqrt{\alpha_t}},
\]

and

\[
R^* = \frac{\sqrt{\alpha_t \alpha_m} R_{t0} \alpha_m + R_{m0} \alpha_t}{\alpha_t \alpha_m + \alpha_m \alpha_m \alpha_m}.
\]

In Fig. 3 we plot the modeled \( R_t(T) \), \( R_m(T) \), and \( R(T) \) curves with the example parameters \( R_{t0} = 280 \, \Omega \) (the resistance obtained using the Simmons model with a barrier thickness \( t = 7.5 \, \text{Å} \), a barrier height \( \phi = 1.4 \, \text{eV} \), and \( A = 8 \, \mu \text{m}^2 \)), \( \alpha_t = 0.5 \, \text{Ω/} \text{K} \) (see below), \( R_{m0} = 10 \, \Omega \) (corresponding approximately to a circular metallic spin valve with a diameter \( d - 0.15 \, \mu \text{m} \)), and \( \alpha_m = 1.5 \, \text{mΩ/} \text{K} \) (also inferred from Ref. 30). We clearly see that, although \( R_m \ll R_t \) for all the simulated \( T \) range [Fig. 3(a)], there is a crossover to negative \( dR/dT \) at \( T^* \approx 185 \, \text{K} \) [Fig. 3(b) and inset, where \( dR/dT \) is plotted]. This is related to the large differences in the \( \alpha_t \) and \( \alpha_m \) values.

Figure 4 shows that (model) changes in the \( \alpha_{m,t} \) parameters lead to shifts in the positive to negative \( dR/dT \) crossover temperature. Increasing \( \alpha_m \) [Fig. 4(a)] leads to the increase in \( T^* \), while for increasing \( \alpha_t \) [Fig. 4(b)], \( T^* \) decreases. Note, however, that in all the simulated cases we have \( R_m \).
an indication of the dominant conductance mechanism. In particular, a fairly linear relation is experimentally observed in the temperature derivatives. Notice how small changes in these parameters can lead to a significant variation of the crossover temperature $T^*$. However, in spite of the above referred complex contributions, a linear relation is experimentally observed in the $R(T)$ curves of thick MgO magnetic tunnel junctions over a broad temperature range (from below $\sim100$ K to room temperature; see, e.g., Ref. 37).

Regarding $R_m$, we notice that a linear relation with temperature (at least near room temperature) is usual for common metals and is indeed observed in CoFe/Cu/CoFe spin valves for $T \approx 100$ K. Therefore, the approximation of linear $R_m(T)$ behaviors should be valid in a broad range of temperatures, ranging from below $\sim100$ K to room temperature. The analysis of our experimental data below will then be restricted to such limited range.

Taking into account our experimental data, we will now concentrate on the inversion of the $dR/dT$ sign visible for the AP state (at a temperature $T^*$ and a resistance $R^*$). Taking the temperature derivative of Eq. (1), one can relate the easily detected inversion point ($T^*, R^*$) coordinates with the $R_{t_0,m_0}$ model parameters, getting

$$R_{t_0} = R^* \left(1 + \frac{\alpha_0}{\alpha_m} + \alpha_m T^*\right),$$

and

$$R_{m_0} = R^* \left(1 + \frac{\alpha_m}{\alpha_0} - \alpha_0 T^*\right).$$

This allows us to obtain for $R_l(T)$

$$R_l(T) = R^* \left(1 + \frac{\alpha_l}{\alpha_m} - \alpha_m (T - T^*)\right),$$

and for $R_m(T)$

$$R_m(T) = R^* \left(1 + \frac{\alpha_m}{\alpha_l} + \alpha_l (T - T^*)\right),$$

allowing us to arrive at an expression for the equivalent resistance $R(T)$:

$$R(T) = R^* - \frac{(\frac{\alpha_m}{\alpha_l} - T - T^*)^2}{R^* (\frac{\alpha_l}{\alpha_m} + \frac{\alpha_m}{\alpha_l}) + (\alpha_m - \alpha_l)\sqrt{\alpha_m}}.$$

It is clear from Eq. (11) that, as expected, at $T=T^*$ one has $R=0$, and that this point is a maximum of the expression. We further notice that, given the data point ($T^*, R^*$), the above expression depends on only two parameters ($\alpha_m$ and $\alpha_l$). If $\alpha_l = \alpha_m = \alpha$, one finds $R(T) = R^* - \frac{\alpha^2(T - T^*)^2}{4 \alpha^3}$; i.e., we have a parabola centered at $T^*$. Thus, for similar $\alpha_l$ and $\alpha_m$ coefficients, we expect a closely symmetric curve. The larger the differences between the $\alpha_{m,l}$ values, the more asymmetric shall this curve be.

Before proceeding, note that the four model parameters ($R_{t_0}, R_{m_0}, \alpha_l$, and $\alpha_m$) also depend on the MTJ magnetic state ($\sigma = P, AP$), as experimentally observed. In fact, measurements on tunnel junctions with thick MgO barriers always show a $R(T)$ behavior that is quite insensitive to temperature when the MTJ is in the parallel state ($dR^p/dT \sim 0$), but large resistance variations for the antiparallel state ($dR^{AP}/dT < 0$), so that $\alpha^{AP} \gg \alpha^p$ (e.g., we have measured $\alpha^p \approx 0.5 \Omega/K$ and $\alpha^{AP} \approx 5.2 \Omega/K$ in MgO tunnel junctions with $t=13$ Å for which a low-temperature TMR of $\sim240\%$ was obtained and estimated, $\alpha^p \approx 0.13 \Omega/K$ and $\alpha^{AP} \approx 1 \Omega/K$ from Ref. 37, for $t=15$ Å). On the other hand, for current perpendicular to the plane spin valves, we have estimated a much smaller dependence of the $\alpha$ parameters on the spin valve state ($\alpha^p \approx 1.222 m\Omega/K$ and $\alpha^{AP} \approx 1.216 m\Omega/K$). We will show below that when one considers such behaviors, a wealth of different $R(T)$ variations can be observed depending also on the MTJ magnetic state.

V. DISCUSSION

We can now fit our experimental $R(T)$ data using the developed model. Figure 5(a) shows the fit to Eq. (11) of the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Fits of the $R^{AP}(T)$ curve of sample 2 using the developed model [Eq. (11)]. (b) Fits to the $R^{P}(T)$ curve of sample 2 using the two procedures described in the text.

$R^{AP}$ curve of sample 2. We observe that the fit reproduces the experimental data quite well, particularly if we take into account the simplicity of the model. We obtained the following parameters for the antiparallel state (see also Table I): $R_{T}^{AP}=23.4$, $R_{m}^{AP}=13.0$, $\alpha_{T}^{AP}=20.0$, and $\alpha_{m}^{AP}=17.0$.

One can now fit the curve of the parallel state using one of the two procedures. First, we can consider that the metallic paths have no MR and then the obtained metallic parameters do not depend on the MTJ magnetic state (so that $R_{T}^{m}=R_{m}^{m}=13.0$ and $\alpha_{T}^{m}=\alpha_{m}^{m}=17.0$). This two-parameter fitting procedure leads to good agreement between fit and experimental curve [Fig. 5(b)]. From the obtained fitting parameters one notices that: (i) the calculated value of the tunnel magnetoresistance ($MR_{t}$ in Table I) is very large (220%) and (ii) the value of $\alpha_{T}^{P}$ is negative, indicating that the tunneling resistance in the parallel state increases with temperature, contrary to what has always been observed in magnetic tunnel junctions without pinholes. The same overall behavior is also observed for sample 1 (Table I), for which a TMR $\approx 195\%$ is calculated.

Such negative sign in $\alpha_{T}^{P}$ obliged us to consider an alternative fit where all four parameters ($R_{T}^{P}$, $R_{m}^{P}$, $\alpha_{T}^{P}$, and $\alpha_{m}^{P}$) are used, leading also to a good correlation with experiment [Fig. 5(b)]. In this case we find $\alpha_{T}^{P}>0$, which corresponds to the usual decrease in the tunneling resistance with increasing temperature and we find that the tunnel magnetoresistance is substantially smaller than that obtained using the alternative fitting procedure. Furthermore, the obtained metallic parameters are different from those of the antiparallel state, strikingly indicating that a magnetoresistive mechanism ($MR_{m}^{P}$ in Table I) occurs through the metallic pinholes across the barrier.

The obtained metallic magnetoresistance may arise from several mechanisms. Spin-dependent transport across pinholes was recently claimed in La$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$/Ba$_2$LaNbO$_6$/La$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$ tunnel junctions. In fact, electron transport through thin domain walls at a nanococontact can be analogous to tunneling in MTJs, since both depend equally on the FM electrode spin polarization. This can be analogous to tunneling in MTJs, since both depend equally on the FM electrode spin polarization. Thus, one cannot distinguish between (spin-dependent) currents arising from tunneling or from pinholes based on MR measurements alone. Furthermore, a very large MR enhancement was also recently observed in current confined path spin valves, with an AlCu oxidized spacer. A thin AlO$_x$ layer is then formed with embedded narrow conductive Cu channels. It was shown that transport through these Cu nanoconstrictions displays enhanced spin-dependent interface scattering.

Notice that a crossover from positive to negative $dR/dT$ of the parallel state should also be visible at a sufficiently high temperature when one considers the second fitting procedure. In fact, using Eqs. (5) and (6), one calculates a $T^{*}$ crossover temperature above 1000 K for both samples (values in parentheses in Table I). Although this would allow a definitive confirmation of the correct fitting procedure, the calculated crossover temperature is high enough to induce structural damage in the studied system.

Finally, we note that a total of five different samples of this series ($t=7.5$ Å) were measured as a function of temp-

TABLE I. Obtained fitting parameters for the antiparallel state (first and fourth rows), parallel state using only two fitting parameters (second and fifth rows), and parallel state using four fitting parameters (third and sixth) for samples 1 and 2. Values of $T^{*}$ and $R^{*}$ in parentheses were calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>$T^{*}$ (K)</th>
<th>$R^{*}$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$\alpha_{m}$ (Ω/K)</th>
<th>$\alpha_{T}$ (Ω/K)</th>
<th>$R_{m}^{P}$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$R_{T}^{P}$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$MR_{t}$ (%)</th>
<th>$MR_{m}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>(1042)</td>
<td>(5.13)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>240.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>240.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>(1200)</td>
<td>(6.54)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
perature (with RA values ranging from ~10 to 50 $\Omega \mu$m$^2$ and $R \sim 1.2$–7.5 $\Omega$). Positive $dR^p/dT$ and a crossover from positive to negative $dR^{AP}/dT$ with increasing temperature were observed for all these samples. Samples 1 and 2 presented here have the highest and lowest $T^*$ values of the measured samples. All $R(T)$ curves could be fitted by the developed model, revealing MR$_m$ values between 60% and 80%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the temperature dependence (300–20 K) of the transport properties of low resistance MTJs (RA $\sim 40$ $\Omega \mu$m$^2$) with a thin MgO barrier (7.5 Å) and TMR of ~60–75% at room temperature. Our $R(T)$ measurements showed different behaviors depending on the MTJ magnetic state. We have observed positive $dR/dT$ (metallic-like behavior) for the P state in the studied temperature range and samples, which means that pinholes are already present in the barrier. On the other hand, a transition from negative to positive $dR/dT$ was observed in the AP state as temperature decreases. This transport behavior was well described by the proposed simple model. We found that $T^*$ depends strongly on the linear temperature coefficients for the metallic ($\alpha_m$) and tunnel ($\alpha_t$) channels. Simulated results show that increasing $\alpha_m$ leads to the increase in $T^*$, while for increasing $\alpha_t$, $T^*$ decreases. These results were obtained for a metallic conductance much higher than the tunnel conductance. This indicates that the sign of $dR/dT$ does not give an indication of the dominant conductance mechanism. The validity of the model was confirmed by fitting our experimental $R(T)$ data with the model equations, allowing us to observe that the fits reproduce the experimental data quite well. Our analysis shows that a metallic spin-dependent transport channel can occur through pinhole nanoconstrictions.
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